Challenger circuit breaker recall

InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers,
products, or services discussed at this website. This article includes photographs of
overheated Challenger Electric electrical panel components and cites a historical connection
between Challenger Electric Company and Federal Pacific Electric. However the specific panel
bus and breaker designs are different among those brands. This photo of a discolored,
overheated bus in a Challenger electrical panel was provided by Mark Cramer, a Tampa Florida
home inspector. The image illustrates the value of inspecting the electrical panel with care: a
casual scan might miss that discolored bus yellow arrow. Cramer adds that currently some
insurance companies will not write a homeowners or fire insurance policy on homes served by
a Challenger electrical panel. Below are additional field reports of overheats and failures in
Challenger electrical panels, including a report from Timothy Hemm. This is the third Challenger
panel I have discovered with this damage. Is there a design flaw or could it be attributed to poor
installation workmanship? Hemm can be contacted at , timhemm yahoo. I agree completely with
Doug Hansen and with the panel manufacturers that an electrical panel in which you find
evidence of bus overheating and damaged insulating material it is reasonable to conclude that
the panel is not safe, not repairable, and should be replaced. In some cases it may be possible
to retain the enclosure and install a replacement bus assembly. However I emphasize that we do
not have the same large body of failure data for Challenger Electric products as we do for FPE
Stab-Lok and some other products. The Challenger Electric Panel photos provided just above
and the Challenger circuit breaker photos below were provided by a reader, Lee, who also found
evidence of overheating: discolored bus bars photos above in Challenger Electric panels and
breakers. I've looked into this very sort of panel damage with some FPE panels , under tutelage
of the real expert, Dr. We saw that the bus insulation was sorely compromised by overheating in some cases when we disassembled the panel the damage behind the components that you
could see in-situ was far more severe. We even found blobs of melted plastic on the bottom of
the panel. While I suspect that some of these failures are probably caused by overheating at the
breaker to bus connection, which might in turn argue that a breaker is not tripping when it
should, we can't conclude the cause for sure from just your photos. They're great but not
comprehensive, nor do we know building history, wiring snafus, etc. In sum to be
"professional" we need to a bit reticent about asserting cause when we don't have more data
and more forensic analysis. Bottom line, whether you're seeing a product defect or overheating
caused by an installation error, it is reasonable to conclude that the panels you're seeing with
this symptom are unsafe and should be replaced. Interestingly, the failure pattern and location
is quite similar to bus overheating damage seen in FPE panels. Doug and I may not see eye to
eye on how to discuss that overheat damage, as I think it's caused by a root problem of
breakers that don't trip while I think Doug may consider it a separate defect. He's been looking
at FPE faults besides the fundamental one breakers that don't trip in response to overcurrent
for some time. One might reasonably suspect that some engineers, designers, production line
employees, and even equipment may have moved from FPE to Challenger at that time. Thanks
again for the photos, I'll be sure to add these to our discussion of Challenger field reports and
of course blame you for their origin. Any chance you can get a hold of one of these panels? If
so, clip the wires - don't disturb anything on the bus assembly, and I'll ask that you send it
either to me or directly to Dr. Aronstein if he's willing to do some more through forensic work
on the panel. About 2 years ago I sent you an email regarding my Challenger panel that accepts
Eaton Cutler Hammer type BR circuit breakers, and wanted to let you know what happened
recently. I was inspecting the panel and found that the piece of bus that feeds the main bus that
comes from the main breakers was very discolored. After my electrician pulled out the old panel
I pulled out the breaker and found that the Zinsco bus was fine, and it seemed to me that the
main problem with this panel design was the underrated bus connections. I wanted to share
with you some pictures.. The discoloration in your photos most likely indicates overheating that
could be for any of several reasons. An effect can be corrosion, poor bus connections, and an
increased risk that a breaker may not respond properly to an over-current. I'm relieved that you
replaced the panel. I work at home depot in the electrical department and am always referring
people to your website. I also am amazed at how many people think it is ok to use any brand
breaker in any panel, I think that might be another helpful article if you haven't already done it
on how using the wrong brand although it still fits voids the manufacturer and UL listing and
warranty. Photographs of this ca 's Challenger electrical panel were provided by a licensed
electrician in California who recommended electrical panel replacement as the overheated panel
and its circuit breakers were considered unsafe. The electrician noted:. Notice the burning and
discoloration on the buss bar on the line and load side of the meter socket. It also carries on
into the distribution side as well on the very same phase That is an abnormal and unsafe
condition as its likely to mean overcurrent have been present without the breakers tripping. I

suspect faulty circuit breakers in that case. Even before condemning the panel based on brand
and history data, the overheating is a serious red flag and argues for replacement - something
one would reportage advise. Adding the brand adds emphasis. I've also found signs of
overheating on local grounds when the utility company's neutral connection is poor or lost.
However even a loss of power on the utility side of the meter and panel would not in any way I
can see explain overheating on one leg of the panel main bus nor in the panel itself. Eaton
however wanted no part of that legacy, so they had Challenger sell off that product line before
the takeover. They sold it to a company called Providence, [sic, actually "Provident Electric" Ed. They now own the rights to sell that breaker as a "Stab-Lok" replacement breaker. The name
of that company changed to Federal Pioneer, then later just Pioneer. Pioneer was then later
bought by Schneider, who of course owns Sq. In a huge fight over this, ACBC settled on giving
up their production facility in South Carolina that was making the breakers, in deference to
Pioneer making them for them in Canada at a guaranteed price. The Canadian version is made
as grey, the US version is still black. The Canadian grey versions still make it here on the "grey
market" ironically and are exactly the same beside the color of the plastic. If you see Stab-Lok
breakers that still say Challenger on them, they are old stock, as in pre Challenger, as a brand
name now owned by Eaton, has no official connection to that product any longer. But they do
not have the rights to the name "Stab-Lok", so you will not see it on their version. Above:
corrosion and possible overheating at connectors in a Westinghouse - Challenger electrical
panel. I have a more urgent situation for a neighbor of mine besides my reputation being on the
line it's always a matter of property and lives at stake not being a licensed electrician,
plumber,heating guy. He is too close for comfort as well. It's a Westinghouse? That name
jumped out at me. I've heard of it but while on the job I just couldn't remember exactly, no their
not stab-locks. He complained of slowly losing power at receptacles and burning out
incandescent bulbs quite too often. Ok bad grounds, no problem. His utility ground spike clamp
was loose from someone doing siding and forgot to remember something safety hazard
wise-how stupid. He had normal for a wet basement corrosion on the ground buss bar-why do
they not make the screws out of aluminum too I don't know why but we all know 3 dissimilar
metals just don't work together nicely in O 2. Is it too much to ask for when being installed by
the installer is to put noalox [antixoidant] on most if not all connections?. I further investigated
aluminum corrosion in the main breaker leg holes and discolored lug strip on one side. This
didn't look right and [that is] the reason i'm contacting you about this. I might have asked you or
someone else if over time do breakers become more sensitive or less to trip on overload. It was
always something I wondered about. I looked at some breaker time to trip charts and was
amazed to see that some don't trip quick enough. Above: labels on Challenger circuit breakers.
The 30A breaker was an example of over-fusing, an un-safe condition. Anyway I await final
advice from you before I put this panel back in service. Tightened everything very snugly. I
believe I read somewhere that pushing breakers on and off the lugs to establish a clean contact
creates scratches that may cause arcing,is this true? I would assume so if they are dry and
corroded. I can't get to trace, test or label anything on the panel when the house contents
prevent me from doing so-he is a packrat living in a dilapidated house. He hasn't had a
refrigerator for a year or so now. That burned out from lack of maintenance and could have
most definitely contributed to the overheated situation.. So my best educated decision would be
to either replace the main breaker or break the common trip bar out and keep whatever the
double pole breaker is off and maybe replace all the breakers too and get the right size breakers
for some. He had some 30 ampers with 15 amp wiring-my God! The thing too is he said he only
like needs one or 2 rooms of power. Not in his basement shop,garage. He needs lighting though
I don't know what is what. I 'm in doubt over my use of noalox and the breakers. I 'm also
thinking of splitting up the load evenly with the breakers. Also i'm a little confused as to does he
have a or amp panel and main? I know that when it's all plugged in and running that the panel
should not hum at all. Hhe last 2 breaker pics have one breaker over heating and the others
corroded. Also I bought this meter and a pair of protected very high volt gloves here for a
insanely low price and don't how to use it,would it help with finding out the condition and errors
of wiring downstream? Any help ASAabsolutelyP would greatly be appreciated please.
Continuing: I'm not sure if i need to replace the main only or all breakers including the main.
The overheated situation i've determined by reading your article on it tells me that a breaker or
main is to blame for not tripping, which one? I think I was in a rush to comprehend it all. Also
these are challenger breakers. They might not perform well and this is a Westinghouse panel
box. I need to get this old man back into his house again by giving him power first then onto his
Lennox pulse furnace situation, i don't know if there is a problem with it or not. I am also
confused about this main is this a or a amp breaker? I either didn't see any or haven't gotten to
any that explains about house wiring insulation resistance tests. And if it does i could only do v

or higher. Not really meeting my needs for residential testing. Are there testers out there to
check house wire insulation health? I've been boggled in the past when i've gotten stray
voltages when i would turn the light switch,etc off. I don't remember exactly if it was off the hot
or neutral but they would range from like say 25 or lower volts. I call it 'bleeding' over. I don't
know but i do have some mind boggling questions that would happen to me on the job that I
could never figure out. Watch out : working on electrical wiring if you are not trained and
qualified has, as you may realize, risks of fire, injury, death by electrocution, and depending on
where you live, the lesser hazard of code violations. Your panel photos are not sharp enough
for me to see the details of your main breaker, but it would be very very unusual to find a A
breaker in such a panel, nor do your entry mains look nearly big enough for that amperage, nor
do we normally find residential panels in that amperage range. A close look at the breaker will
almost always show the amps rating. There will be labels in the panel giving its specifications
too. In your photos I see signs of significant water entry or condensation, wet components,
corrosion, and overheating. These conditions alone are sufficient to damage the electrical panel
rendering it unreliable and thus unsafe, independent of any innate reliabilty issues with
Challenger panels and breakers. You also report a history of failures to trip on one or more of
the Challenger circuit breakers, though with a panel in this condition we can't know, without
independent tests, if the no-trips are due to a product defect or due to moisture and corrosion.
Watch out : Your suggestions of sanding bus connections and using antixoidant on bus,
breaker, or wire connections might get some circuits "working" again but these steps are
inadquate and unsafe. There remain significant safety concerns:. Photo: corrosion at the
aluminum service entry wires in this Westinghouse - Challenger electrical panel. Watch out :
This Westinghouse - Challenger electrical panel and its breakers are all, in my opinion, unsafe,
unreliable, and should be replaced in entirety. Not only is there visible overheating and
significant corrosion, possibly some arcing and bus burns, but one cannot have confidence that
individual circuit breakers, exposed to corrosion and bus damage and overheating, will then trip
properly in response to an overcurrent or short circuit should one occur. Thus the panel and its
breakers are not giving the protection they were intended to provide against fire or electrical
shock. With the electrical panel and breakers replaced and circuit connections to it re-made,
you still need to find and correct the source of basement moisture or the new panel risks being
similarly damaged and unsafe. It would help me write up and use the information and also help
me to comment to help you further if I could see some sharp photos of. Your idea of testing
house wire insulation integrity is an interesting one. But given the conditions in your
photographs and email report, there are more immediate and serious unsafe conditions as
we've already cited. But if you are getting stray voltages, in my view the place to start is with
tracing individual circuits to find where there is a wiring error or actual physical damage on that
circuit. We should start troubleshooting by first ruling out the most-common trouble sources.
An example I've found is over-tightened BX cable clamps that also were missing their interior
plastic guard have resulted ion cutting into the wire and shorting hot to neutral, hot to ground,
and neutral to ground. A hot to neutral and hot to ground should trip a breaker. GFCI protection
will often detect the third of those problems. If you have or come across photos or
documentation of product specifications for those products that would be helpful to add here.
Can you give the approximate dates of those observations? Try the search box just below, or if
you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond
promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains
an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting
will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us!
Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Jess Aronstein,
electrical engineer, Poughkeepsie, NY, forensic engineering services, independent laboratory
testing for various agencies protune aol. Carson is a home inspection professional, educator,
researcher, writer, and a principal of Carson Dunlop Associates, a Toronto home inspection and
education firm. Carl Grasso, Esq. Grasso is an attorney who managed a plaintiff's class action
litigation against Federal Pacific Electric in New Jersey. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson
Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing material.
The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain their
home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume. It only
takes a minute to sign up. I have a Challenger panel board and one of my breakers is no good.
When I went to buy a new one they don't carry them anymore. They said they only carry the
after-market ones. So I got that one, but it looks different than the original one. Will it fit in even
though it's a different looking one? If your panel labeling says it takes type C breakers, then
there's an easy way out of it: type BR breakers as depicted below, with the type C labeling
highlighted are legal, safe, and widely-available at any big-box or hardware store replacements

for type C breakers, as they are cross-listed as per this letter from UL to Cutler-Hammer , as
reproduced at the bottom of this post and cross-labeled to replace type C breakers. A more
modern version of this letter is available , linked from an Eaton FAQ. For more exotic Challenger
breaker types, Eaton cross-reference document TDE provides the gory details. But, read the
panel's door for specifics of a replacement. Some panels are very particular about what
materials or brands of breakers go in. If there's no mention of "only these brands", then
whatever fits securely will be fine Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted
up and rise to the top. Replacing a Challenger breaker with an after-market breaker Ask
Question. Asked 4 years, 9 months ago. Active 2 months ago. Viewed 38k times. Improve this
question. ThreePhaseEel Can you post photos of the breaker panel? Include the label on the
inside of the door. I just removed a small Challenger stab-lok, FPE because of all the problems I
have read about it was in an older section of the mill and a panel that needed upgrading. I have
read in Canada similar breakers did not have the problems the US ones had. There were 16 total
breakers in the panel. You might want to think about replacing the entire panel sometime soon.
Eaton makes replacement inserts to keep old box, but have new guts Old box, old wires new
everything else. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. You can use BRs instead of Cs If your
panel labeling says it takes type C breakers, then there's an easy way out of it: type BR breakers
as depicted below, with the type C labeling highlighted are legal, safe, and widely-available at
any big-box or hardware store replacements for type C breakers, as they are cross-listed as per
this letter from UL to Cutler-Hammer , as reproduced at the bottom of this post and
cross-labeled to replace type C breakers. Improve this answer. Best answer on StackExchange.
Iggy Iggy 9, 12 12 silver badges 34 34 bronze badges. No, you can't use any random brand of
breaker in any random panel. Many will snap in, and seem to fit, but if you're actually paying
attention you'll notice the insertion force is all wrong. That's because the clip is not engaging
the bus stab properly, and this results in a point connection, causing arcing and then burn-up of
the bus bar. Now you have a dead slot in your panel, or worse. Yep, my answer completely
agrees. The Asker did buy the proper replacement "Type" and was only concerned that it looked
different, thus my answer. I also detailed the importance of reading the panel for instructions
and precautions. I've had 3 panels in my life that had zero information and what "fit securely"
never failed on any level for decades of use. Wow, no None of that is true. Electrical failures are
rare enough that you being lucky is not an indicator of anything. I really do appreciate your
expertise, but I've asked electricians and even had a former electrician at my local Home Depot
that I got a 2nd opinion from. They all said if the toe's nub seats and the heal scrapes-on snugly
and the cover's slot fits to secure the breaker, then you're good to go. Luck or not, over
breakers have worked flawlessly, haven't heated up, melted, exihibit no electrolysis or other
corrosion and trip upon testing. What other choice of try-it would anyone have? All due respect,
listen to yourself. Why not simply identify the panel, and then search for listed or classified
breakers? Not rocket science, and in this particular case there's a very easy answer. Oh, and
about HD clerks Who's left? Show 1 more comments. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google.
Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email
Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues.
Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Linked 7. Related 3. Hot Network Questions. Question
feed. The truth is there are many popular brands, still in homes today, that have been recalled
and could present a severe threat to the safety of your home and family. An electrical panel or
breaker is a part of an electrical system that divides the electrical feed into separate circuits. It
also provides protection for each circuit within the same enclosure. It is where you will find
breaker switches for different appliances in your home. Normally, each breaker is labeled so
you know which to check in case of emergency. There is also a main circuit that controls the
electrical power of the entire house. Electrical panels are typically installed in garages,
basements, and utility rooms. The circuit breakers are safety devices. In the event of an
overload, they will automatically trip to prevent further electrical flow. Each breaker can only
handle a certain volume of current, and it shuts the flow to prevent overheating which can result
to fire. Usually, a single circuit breaker has a limit of volts. This voltage is typically used for
lights, television, and smaller devices. Larger appliances such as air conditioners and
refrigerators need more volts so separate breakers are allocated for each of them. Modern
electrical panels can be reset using levers. Homes that still have fuses need to replace the
damaged fuse. While breakers are designed to keep you safe, they are not exempted from
natural degradation. Maintenance is imperative to prevent accidents. Always keep the panel
covered. This is to prevent dust and small animals from entering and causing damage.
Schedule an inspection with a licensed electrician. Ideally, this should be done at least once a
year. A licensed electrician can conduct a thorough inspection and necessary repairs. Some
brands of electric panels have been recalled due to reports of accidents and death. If your home

still uses any of these brands, call a qualified electrician to replace it immediately. Many homes
built in the s have Zinsco breakers. But a design flaw that resulted in fire hazards and electrical
shocks made this brand obsolete. An accident report that dates back to July was published by
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration states that an electrical contractor sustained
second and third degree burns after an electrical fault happened while working on a Zinsco
electric panel. This brand has also been linked to thousands of fires in the past 20 years.
Aftermarket replacements are available, but it would be more economical to just replace the
entire panel. You can identify a Zinsco electrical panel with its brightly-colored breakers pink,
yellow, red, blue, and green. Furthermore, their breakers are thinner than modern ones. A paper
published in stated that FPE Stab-Lok breakers may be accountable for 2, fires and 13 deaths.
Federal Pacific circuit breakers also have red strips across them. The Challenger panel was
installed in thousands of homes between s to s. Like Zinsco, it brought safety hazards and was
recalled. It is important to note that some Challenger breakers do not feature their brand name
and have the GTE-Sylvania label instead. While waiting, it is advised to shut off the power
supply to prevent any untoward incident. If your home has Zinsco, FPE, or Challenger panel
board, it is unlikely that you will pass the home inspection. Furthermore, it would be difficult to
obtain insurance with any of these panels because they have been shown to pose extreme
safety hazards. Make it your priority to call a professional technician to replace this electrical
component and to upgrade the entire electrical system. Call Us Today! Recalled Electrical
Panels. Share This Article. About the Author: Sunrise Electric. Sunrise Electric is comprised of
elite electricians that believe that customer service and top quality electric work is of utmost
importance. You wont find another electric company that compares to the level of service that
Sunrise provides from the customer service to project completion. This field is for validation
purposes and should be left unchanged. Schedule a Licensed Electrician Today! Call Us at
Toggle Sliding Bar Area. Note: company can not be contacted. These type HAGF and type HAGF
circuit breakers were manufactured between February 22, and April 29, , and most were sold
nationwide to electrical product distributors during this period. Some may have been sold to
consumers by retail hardware or lumber outlets. Approximately of these devices have not been
located, some of which are believed to have been installed in residences. Type HAGF ground
fault circuit breakers are devices, which provide protection to consumers against severe
electric shock and electrocution as well as providing the normal circuit breaker functions of
interrupting short circuits and electrical overloads. Although no electric shock incidents have
been reported by Challenger, the firm recalled this product because is has determined, by
quality control testing, that a mechanical part may become detached and prevent the ground
fault feature of the circuit breaker from functioning. The normal circuit breaker functions are not
affected by this problem. They protect residential 15 ampere and 20 ampere circuits including
receptacle outlets in bathrooms, kitchens, basements, garages and outdoors as required by the
National Electrical Code. The code also requires GFCI protection for receptacles in hotel and
motel bathrooms. The HAGF circuit breakers, which may require replacement, are located in the
electrical service panel. Affected circuit breakers have a yellow button and the word "test" in
raised letters on one side; on the other side, the number 15 or 20 is printed on the handle in
white letters between the raised words "ON" and "OFF. Consumers should note that the HAGF
circuit breakers which require replacement will only be found in dwellings which have been
constructed since February or in which electrical work has been done since February
Consumers who believe that they have installed HAGF circuit breakers requiring replacement
should contact a licensed electrician to perform this work. Power to the panel should be shut off
before inspecting and removing breakers. The company is no longer able to be contacted at the
phone numbers provided in the original press release. The Commission recommends that all
GFCI's whether circuit breaker or receptacle type be tested frequently, at least monthly, using
the test button on each unit. Justia Legal Resources. Find a Lawyer. Law Students. US Federal
Law. US State Law. Other Databases. Legal Marketing. GFCI breakers are for circuits with
outlets near water sources. Usually located in areas such as laundry rooms, kitchens, and
bathrooms, they protect consumers from electrocution and electric shock. In addition, they
provide protection from electrical overload and also found in the electrical service panel in the
home. How do you know if these are in your electrical service panel? Consequently, they may
also be in residential homes that had electrical work done since that time. A mechanical part
can become detached and the ground fault feature might not work. If you find it, you may have
the recalled breakers. Therefore, look for the following:. An electrician can check your electrical
service panel to see if you have these circuit breakers. Did you find this type of GFCI in your
home? Or do you have questions about the recall? Drop us a line and we would be glad to help!
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Phone: All
Rights Reserved. Designed By: WolfPack Advising. Service Areas. Hit enter to search or ESC to

close. One Comment. Go to your electrical panel and look at the door. Therefore, look for the
following: a. The other side on the handle has the numbers 15 or 20 in white c. Leave a Reply
Cancel Reply My comment is.. Share Tweet Share Pin. Challenger brand electrical panels were
installed in homes during the s and s, but have since been found to have a defect that causes
the bus bars to overheat under normal operating conditions. The overheating causes cyclical
expansion and contraction of the the bus bars, creating a gap between the bus bar and breaker
and consequent electrical arcing, which has caused meltdown of the panel components in some
cases. We are not sure if all Florida insurance companies won't accept this brand of panel, but
know that several of them decline coverage until the panel is replaced. Two other panel brands
that are not insurable are Federal Pacific and Zinsco-Sylvania. See our blog posts Who is the
manufacturer of those "bad" electric panels? What's wrong? McGarry and Madsen's home
inspection blog for buyers of. About Us. Electrical Receptacle Outlets. Top 5 results given
instantly. Search This Site. Aging in Place. Doors and Windows. Energy Efficiency. Fireplaces
and Chimneys. Heating and Air Conditioning. Home Inspection. Hurricane Resistance. Electrical
Panels. Garages and Carports. Common Problems. Life Expectancy. Older and Historic Houses.
Modular Homes. Metal Roofs. Pool and Spa. Roof and Attic. Structure and Rooms. Water
Heaters. Water Heater Age. Septic Tank Systems. Plumbing Pipes. When It First Became Code.
Park Model Homes. Shingle Roofs. Wind Mitigation Form. Concrete and Concrete Block. Rain
Gutters. Crawl Spaces. Building Permits. Clay Soil. Flat Roofs. Sprinkler Systems. Building
Codes. Washers and Dryers. Electrical Wiring. Plumbing Drains and Traps. Click on magnifying
glass for all search results. Electrical Switches. Water Intrusion. Electrical - Old and Obsolete.
Due to the extraordinary circumstances surrounding COVID, some of the remedies identified in
recall press releases may not be available at this time. Consumers should check with recalling
firms for further details. It is important to remember that CPSC and recalling firms urge
consumers not to use recalled products. Consumer Product Safety Commission, in cooperation
with the firm named below, today announced a voluntary recall of the following consumer
product. Consumers should stop using recalled products immediately unless otherwise
instructed. It is illegal to resell or attempt to resell a recalled consumer product. This can lead to
excessive temperature, arcing or thermal damage at the connection point, and damage to the
panelboard's electrical insulation and can result in a fire, property damage, or personal injury.
No injuries have been reported. Date codes between June through August are stamped on the
inside of the metal box of the load centers and meter combos. The catalog number for the load
centers and meter combos is printed on a label inside the metal box door and on the packaging.
The U. Consumer Product Safety Commission CPSC is charged with protecting the public from
unreasonable risks of injury or death associated with the use of thousands of types of
consumer products. Federal law bars any person from selling products subject to a publicly
announced voluntary recall by a manufacturer or a mandatory recall ordered by the
Commission. Sign up to receive our e-mail alerts. Report a dangerous product or a
product-related injury on Contact a media specialist. The link you selected is for a destination
outside of the Federal Government. CPSC does not control this external site or its privacy
policy and cannot attest to the accuracy of the information it contains. You may wish to review
the privacy policy of the external site as its information collection practices may differ from
ours. Linking to this external site does not constitute an endorsement of the site or the
information it contains by CPSC or any of its employees. Skip to main content. Notice: Firm's
contact information updated. About the U. Click Ok if you wish to continue to the website;
otherwise, click Cancel to return to our site. Ok Cancel. Circuit breakers are designed to keep
you and your family safe. However, there are a few brands of breaker still in use today that
might not only fail to protect you â€” they could actually cause a fire. Add to this list the brand
Challenger. The breakers in question are mostly found in homes built in the s through much of
the s, and there are untold numbers of these breakers still in homes today. If you live in the
Lancaster County, PA area and are unsure as to the age of your electric service or panel, please
set up a service call request with the Brubaker Inc. Electrical Team. If you are more than 25
miles outside of Lancaster, PA, please call a local electrician in your area for assistance. Photo
courtesy washingtonelectric. A circuit breaker is designed to trip during an overload or short
circuit, thereby cutting off the flow of electricity and preventing a fire. Over the years it was
discovered that two types of circuit breakers manufactured by Challenger were overheating
under NORMAL conditions at the connection point to the bus bar. This causes expansion and
contraction, which in turn causes arcing between the circuit breaker and the bus bar, thus
damaging both. A melted electrical panel can be incredibly dangerous, so many homeowners
whose homes were manufactured more than two decades ago find themselves in need of
replacement panels. Challenger products did not always feature the Challenger brand name.
These faulty breakers also wound up being sold to many other brands and caused many recalls

to take place around the country. It is estimated that hundreds of thousands of homes used
these faulty products and many of those were affected by the overheating malfunction. Photo
courtesy InspectAPedia. Homeowners should first try to locate products in their breaker panels
with these brand names. It is quite likely that any such products will need to be replaced right
away. Fortunately the Challenger products in question are no longer manufactured. I f you live
in the Lancaster County, PA area and are unsure as to what brand of electric panel or breakers
that you might have, or if you know that you have Challenger products in your system, please
set up a service call request with us at Brubaker Inc. If you are more than 25 miles outside of
Lancaster, PA, please call your local electrician for assistance. Certain types of Challenger
electrical panels and breakers catch fire! Related Posts. Frozen Pipes? As a third series to our
issues with electrical panels, we are going to follow up with Challenger panels. Challenger
panels practically have the same fire hazards as the Federal Pacific and Sylvania panel, but this
panel is newer. Furthermore, some Florida insurance companies do accept challenger panels!
The manufacturer of Challenger actually bought out Federal Pacific after the electrical issues
came to light. Moreover, Challenger then got bought out by Eaton Cutler Hammer. It all can be
confusing, I get that. But personally, it is important to think about where electrical companies
come from because you never know what could happen to your panel in the future. A company
with a bad history, might have a bad future. You can see this in action from the picture below.
Scalding and overheating on an electrical panel is a fire waiting to happen. Due to this, some
insurance companies are now requiring challenger panels to be replaced. There have been
many questions as to what is the particular cause of the overheating in challenger panels.
Moreover, that Florida insurance companies sometimes will not insure challenger electrical
panels for this very reason. While this article states a GFCI breaker has been recalled, it is only
due to mechanical failure of the GFCI functionality, but not the functionality of the breaker itself.
Therefore, electrical flow should continue as normal, but GFCI protection could fail. So is
having a challenger panel an issue? Well, it depends. Is your insurance company okay with
insuring it? If they are, understand that any electrical panel could fail and cause a fire. Is this
something you are okay with as a homeowner? Things like:. To identify if you have a Challenger
panel, open your panel cover. The black circuit breakers are labeled with Challenger. Thank you
to Honor Services for supplying the video! If your inspector or electrician finds a challenger
panel, it is important to speak with your insurance company to get ahead of any issues. A home
inspector will typically have to report the panel type during a four-point inspection when a home
is 30 years of age, in most cases. The last thing you need is for your insurance company to
require you to replace the panel at a bad time. If you can still have insurance with a Challenger
panel, check to see if you can lower your premium by replacing it. If you have questions,
comment below! You can also contact us. Want to read more? Here is a great resource on
Challenger Panels. Aaron Shishilla is the youngest registered professional inspector in Florida.
Coming from a family-owned home inspection company and now the marketing manager at
Waypoint. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. All Rights
Reserved. Waypoint Property Inspection, LLC receives commissions for purchases made
through links in this domain. Designed By: WolfPack Advising. Call Us: Press enter to begin
your search. An Introduction to Challenger The manufacturer of Challenger actually bought out
Federal Pacific after the electrical issues came to light. Subscribe To The Blog Subscribe. What
Is A Water Hammer? Aaron Shishilla January 12, Electrical What Is Reverse Polarity? Aaron
Shishilla December 8, Aaron Shishilla December 2, Join the discussion 3 Comments. Pingback:
Buying an Old House? Leave a Reply Cancel Reply. Share Tweet Share Pin. January 25, Due to
the extraordinary circumstances surrounding COVID, some of the remedies identified in recall
press releases may not be available at this time. Consumers should check with recalling firms
for further details. It is important to remember that CPSC and recalling firms urge consumers
not to use recalled products. These type HAGF and type HAGF circuit breakers were
manufactured between February 22, and April 29, , and most were sold nationwide to electrical
product distributors during this period. Some may have been sold to consumers by retail
hardware or lumber outlets. Approximately of these devices have not been located, some of
which are believed to have been installed in residences. Type HAGF ground fault circuit
breakers are devices, which provide protection to consumers against severe electric shock and
electrocution as well as providing the normal circuit breaker functions of interrupting short
circuits and electrical overloads. Although no electric shock incidents have been reported by
Challenger, the firm recalled this product because is has determined, by quality control testing,
that a mechanical part may become detached and prevent the ground fault feature of the circuit
breaker from functioning. The normal circuit breaker functions are not affected by this problem.
They protect residential 15 ampere and 20 ampere circuits including receptacle outlets in

bathrooms, kitchens, basements, garages and outdoors as required by the National Electrical
Code. The code also requires GFCI protection for receptacles in hotel and motel bathrooms. The
HAGF circuit breakers, which may require replacement, are located in the electrical service
panel. Affected circuit breakers have a yellow button and the word "test" in raised letters on one
side; on the other side, the number 15 or 20 is printed on the handle in white letters between the
raised words "ON" and "OFF. Consumers should note that the HAGF circuit breakers which
require replacement will only be found in dwellings which have been constructed since
February or in which electrical work has been done since February Consumers who believe that
they have installed HAGF circuit breakers requiring replacement should contact a licensed
electrician to perform this work. Power to the panel should be shut off before inspecting and
removing breakers. The company is no longer able to be contacted at the phone numbers
provided in the original press release. The Commission recommends that all GFCI's whether
circuit breaker or receptacle type be tested frequently, at least monthly, using the test button on
each unit. The U. Consumer Product Safety Commission CPSC is charged with protecting the
public from unreasonable risks of injury or death associated
2004 nissan maxima speaker covers
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with the use of thousands of types of consumer products. Federal law bars any person from
selling products subject to a publicly announced voluntary recall by a manufacturer or a
mandatory recall ordered by the Commission. Sign up to receive our e-mail alerts. Report a
dangerous product or a product-related injury on Contact a media specialist. The link you
selected is for a destination outside of the Federal Government. CPSC does not control this
external site or its privacy policy and cannot attest to the accuracy of the information it
contains. You may wish to review the privacy policy of the external site as its information
collection practices may differ from ours. Linking to this external site does not constitute an
endorsement of the site or the information it contains by CPSC or any of its employees. Skip to
main content. Challenger Electrical Equipment Corp. About the U. Click Ok if you wish to
continue to the website; otherwise, click Cancel to return to our site. Ok Cancel.

